
Valentine

V A U N T W E

in a 
Holdsworth coachbuilt.
The Fantasia range on the Peugeot Boxer, 
the Valentine collection on Volkswagen. 
Clever coachbuilts -  more than a little 
different.
We never forget you want choice. There's 
the Fantasia, now available in two versions -  
the Fantasia S, or the top specification GL.
Or the Valentines. Valentine Special or the 
'95  Valentine -  which has a new look inside 
and out for this popular compact coachbuilt. 
And you can choose from completely 
different interiors. There are two very 
distinctive finishes to consider; light ash with 
burgundy trim co-ordinated inside and out 
or continental rich beech with a green trim.

And in Fantasia, of course, there's either an 
L-shaped dinette or the conventional U-shape 
if you prefer.
And because we never forget you have a 
price, there's a Holdsworth coachbuilt to suit 
your budget. Whatever you decide there's an 
awful lot of motorcaravan for your money.
But when it comes to Holdsworth innovative 
practicality -  there's no choice. They all 
nave kitchen designs which win awards -  
ergonomic, well-equipped and with 'hungry' 
storage which makes sure you don't go
hungry. Like the lounge\dinette -  luxury living 
by day and spacious comfort by night, with 
beds made in a moment in a smooth single 
action. Or the shower room -  big enougn for 
comfort without eating away at your living 
space. All backed with the Holdsworth 
standards of quality and safety.
Be a little different -  take a look at Fantasia 
or Valentine -  'outstanding' coachbuilts.
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